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Abstract: In order to find the causes of statistical line loss abnormalities and propose better loss reduction strategies, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of theoretical line loss calculations. Since Distributed Generation (DG) access to the distribution network causes variability of power flow in the distribution network within a short period, the error of the traditional line loss calculation method increases. For the line loss calculation of medium-voltage distribution networks containing DGs with high-density collection data, a continuous line loss calculation method for the distribution network was proposed, aiming at improving the accuracy compared with the traditional line loss calculation method. The proposed method makes full use of the high-density collection data on the dispatch side and DG side, distributing the supply power to each load node by power to calculate real-time power flow, thus obtaining a more credible line loss value. The effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method were verified in the IEEE 17-node distribution system.
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1. Introduction

Statistical line loss is the difference between the amount of electricity supplied and the amount of electricity sold, consisting of theoretical line loss and management line loss. Management line loss is the line loss caused by measuring errors, poor management, etc. The theoretical line loss is the actual loss of the power network in the process of transmission and distribution of electric energy. By calculating the theoretical line loss, the composition of the loss in the power network can be clarified, such as the proportion of fixed loss and variable loss, loss at all levels of the power network, loss in each component, transformer loss, and transmission line loss ratio, etc. This facilitates line loss managers to have a comprehensive grasp of the line loss situation, which is conducive to the management of line loss. Theoretical line loss has also been used by power grid companies to study the sources of line loss. In order to find the causes of statistical line loss anomalies and target better loss reduction strategies, improving the accuracy of theoretical line loss calculations is an important task in the work of power companies, improving the lean management of power systems and providing help to further improve the economy of power grids.

At present, the commonly used theoretical line loss calculation methods include the root-mean-square current method, average current method, loss power factor method, forward back generation method, power flow calculation, and equivalent resistance method, etc. [1–4]. Among them, the root-mean-square current method is simple to calculate, but the accuracy of the method cannot be guaranteed due to the complex structure of the distribution network and imperfect parameters, and the resulting error can reach −23% to 29% [5]. The average current method needs to assume that the power factor and load curve of each load node is the same as the first branch of the network, ignoring the loss...
of voltage along the line, so there is a certain error in the calculation results. Besides, the power fluctuation also affects the determination of the shape factor [6]. Power flow calculation is prone to the problem of convergence failure caused by inappropriate initial values due to large voltage fluctuations in the distribution network. The structure of medium voltage distribution networks is complex and diverse, which results in difficulties in data collection [7,8]. The equivalent resistance method is widely used in medium- and low-voltage distribution networks due to the small amount of data required and simple calculation. The equivalent resistance method uses the same conditions as the average current method in calculating the equivalent resistance, and thus has the same problems; the loss factor method uses the maximum value of the load curve to calculate the equivalent relationship with the root mean square value, which requires less calculation data, but the loss factor is not easy to calculate, and the calculation accuracy is lower [9–11].

In response to the sustainable development policy, DG as a new energy technology is emerging rapidly, gradually occupying a higher and higher proportion in the power grid due to advantages of low cost, environmental protection, location flexibility, etc. When connected to DGs, the structure of the distribution system changes from a radial type to a multi-power type, and the magnitude and direction of tidal currents might change significantly, resulting in changes in the steady-state voltage of the distribution network as well [12]. Reference [13] analyzed the influence of DG on electric power quality, mainly in terms of harmonic voltage levels, and DG may also have a large impact on the original relay protection of the distribution network [14–17]. The reliability of the system may also be reduced due to the high uncertainty of DG (e.g., photovoltaic cells affected by solar radiation intensity). Reference [18] investigated the optimal load shedding problem when a distribution network containing a DG system undergoes a large disturbance and is in an emergency condition. Reference [19] proposed a DG island operation strategy that can improve the system reliability. With the increasing penetration of new energy, the power balance, power market, and other grid operation uncertainties increase. Therefore, the randomness and volatility of new energy power could cause more complex grid loss mechanisms and loss reduction problems [20]. References [21–23] analyzed the impact of DG access capacity and access location on distribution network line losses. The traditional line loss calculation method has some limitations in calculating the line loss for distributed networks with DGs. Reference [24] proposed a new algorithm for loss allocation in distribution systems involving DG units. The algorithm is based on the power injected into the grid lines and considers the active and reactive currents of each line for loss allocation. References [25,26] adopted the equivalent power method to deal with small power sources connected to the distribution network. References [27,28] analyzed the impact of DG access on the distribution network line loss calculation from the perspective of the impact of DG access on the power flow distribution and power quality, respectively, proposing corresponding improved calculation methods. The existing Chinese power industry standard [29] used the equivalent electricity (capacity) method for the theoretical calculation of line loss in distribution networks with small DG access, and to calculate the distribution network line loss in time according to the power flow direction of small power supply. Reference [30] proposed a line loss calculation method based on the load flow calculation for a multi-DGs distribution network, which takes into account the effect of line voltage drop on line losses. However, the load data used in reference [31] are the values after distributing the total load by distribution capacity instead of real-time data, resulting in certain errors.

As stated above, the existing research mainly focuses on the improvement of the algorithm. In most studies, DG is still treated as a general load node in the model. However, with the improvement of distribution network automation, the DG is usually equipped with high-density collection devices. The data collection of DG presents higher-density characteristics such as the dispatching system, including real time information such as voltage, current, active power, and reactive power of each node with DG. However, traditional methods such as the equal resistance method do not make full use of the collected
high-density data. Therefore, a continuous calculation method for the line loss calculation method for distribution networks considering collected data of different densities was proposed in this paper, aiming at improving the accuracy of line loss calculation. The total input power of the distribution network was calculated based on the instantaneous value of power of the first branch and DGs. Based on the total input power, the load of each node was proportionally distributed according to the electric quantity information collected by the power meter of each load node. The real-time line loss power was obtained by power flow calculation, and the representative daily total line loss was obtained by summing over time. The effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method were verified in the IEEE 17-node distribution system.

2. Distribution Network Power Flow Calculation Considering Partial High-Density Collection Data

2.1. Medium Voltage Distribution Network Equipped with Automated Collection Equipment

The distribution network is generally a radial structure with scattered data, many points, and less information per point, making it more difficult to collect information than the transmission network. The distribution network data are mainly divided into four categories: active distribution network operation status and related monitoring information, such as network operation topology, DG, and equipment status information; distribution network-related regional weather information affecting DG output, such as light, temperature, wind speed, and other information; and state and marketing information of users in the network, such as electric vehicle operation information, user’s electricity consumption information, etc. With the improvement of the level of information technology, automation, and interaction of smart distribution networks, the data collected at the access end of DG are no longer only the active and reactive power information for a period of time, but present high-density characteristics, i.e., real-time voltage and current data can be collected. If these data can be effectively used in the calculation, the accuracy of the calculation results will be improved.

The power enterprises require that each unit should actively construct and complete the automatic power measuring system platform at the gates to reach “full coverage” of power measuring at all gates, “no shortcomings and no errors” in data return, and meet the functions of statistical calculation of power units at all levels, theoretical calculation of line loss, management of various gateways, management of system parameters, basic data search, system architecture, and topology analysis. The corresponding basic information should be renewed and maintained as soon as possible after the measuring equipment and operation mode of the grid change. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a 10 kV distribution network with DG equipped with automated measuring devices.

As shown in Figure 1, the measuring devices can be classified into the following four types according to their installation locations.

1. 10 kV distribution network at the transformer connected to the higher-level grid

   As shown in AMD1 in the figure, the measuring cycle is usually short, around 1~5 s, to meet the dispatching requirements, and the measuring information includes voltage, current, power, etc. at the first branch of the network.

2. Low-voltage side of the transformer in the station area

   As shown in AMD2 in Figure 1, the measurement data consist of voltage, current, power, and electricity.

3. The connection of low-voltage users to the grid

   As shown in AMD3 in Figure 1, the measurement data consist of voltage, current, power, and electricity.

4. The connection of DG to the grid
As shown in AMD4 in Figure 1, the measurement data consist of voltage, current, forward and reverse power, and electricity.

Figure 1. 10 kV distribution network equipped with automated measuring devices.

For example, the distributed photovoltaic is connected to the electricity consumption collection system, and the data items read include forward total active energy, reverse total active energy, voltage, current, active power, reactive power, and power factor, etc. The electricity consumption collection system works in the following way: the energy meter will freeze the data of the meter at that time at each collection point and store it in the energy meter. The collection terminal will test the smart meters in the station area one by one according to the set time and store the data in the storage unit of the concentrator, and then transmit it to the main station through uplink communication. The more data are collected, the higher the storage capacity and transmission frequency of the concentrator.

The existing technical requirements related to DG collection devices for distribution networks up to 35 kV are as follows:

(a) DG information collection device uploads full telemetry and telematics data every 5 min (time interval can be matched).
(b) DG information collection device uploads electricity data once every 15 min (time interval can be assigned).

2.2. Medium Voltage Distribution Network Data Characteristics

Based on the above actual situation, the information of the distribution network is summarized with the following characteristics.

1) The data types are diverse. The collected data mainly include electricity consumption, A, B, and C three-phase voltages, and A, B, and C three-line currents as well as active and reactive power, terminal, and equipment information.

2) Large data volume. The sampling interval for monitoring terminal voltage, current, and power data is 5–30 min (adjustable in units of 5 min). At present, the sampling interval of the domestic distribution monitoring terminal device is generally 15 min, that is, a node collects 96 points a day. If 10,000 data collection meters have a collection frequency of 15 min/point, one collection can generate 32.61 GB of data, and the data volume will reach 90 TB in a month, which is a very large scale of data [19]. The collection frequency for key users will be higher, such as 5 min/point.

3) Inconsistent data collection density. The available data can be divided into high-density data and low-density data. 24-point collection means that data are collected once every hour, and the calculated value of this time period is considered to be the
average value of this hour; 96-point collection means that data are collected every 15 min, using the average value of those 15 min for calculation. In this paper, the data collected at 96 points and below were considered as low-density data, and those collected at one point per minute were considered as high-density data.

The high-density data are mainly power type, including voltage and current data of fault recording equipment at the first branch of the network, and terminal voltage. The sources of high-density data are the line exit, fault recording, and data collection terminals. In Figure 1, the data collected by AMD1 and AMD4 are high-density data collected once every minute.

The low-density data are mainly the collected power information. AMD2 and AMD3 in Figure 1 collect power data every 15 min. The collected data are low-density data.

Traditional theoretical line loss calculation requires the calculation of multiple time sections, for example, 24-point calculation requires choosing a time section to calculate a theoretical line loss each hour, and considering this time section calculated value as the average value of the hour. This assumption can provide an estimated value of line loss in the case of short time and no big changes in the system state, and the calculation accuracy can meet the engineering needs. However, the volatility of the load in the distribution network is large, and the random volatility of the distributed power supply output leads to the possibility of large changes in the power flow in a short period of time, and the calculation using the average value may cause a large error. Figure 2 shows the daily active load profile, (a) for the actual load and (b) for the calculation load. It can be seen that there is a difference between the calculation load and the actual load, and when the actual load fluctuates widely, the difference increases, and the error of the line loss calculation method using the calculation load increases.

![Figure 2. The daily active load profile. (a) Actual load; (b) calculation load.](image)

For nodes with DG access, the equivalent resistance method treats DG as a negative power load, which also only uses power information instead of power information, ignoring the fluctuation of DG during the measuring period, and cannot well reflect the change of line loss rate caused by the fluctuation of DG, which also brings error to the results.

In the distribution network with DG access, there are both high-density data and low-density data. If the collected high-density data can be fully utilized, it will help to reduce the error of theoretical line loss calculation caused by load fluctuation.

3. Theoretical Line Loss Calculation of Distribution Network with DG

Although the equivalence resistance method is most commonly used, it has a large error when the load fluctuates drastically. The advantage of the power flow calculation is the high calculation accuracy, and the disadvantage is that it is difficult to use power flow calculation for accurate calculation due to the large amount of data and information that needs to be collected for the distribution network, if the meter is incomplete or the operating parameters are not collected completely, or if the number of components and nodes of the network is too large and the collection and collation of operating data and structural
parameters is difficult [19]. This paper used high-density data collection equipment at the first branch of the network and distributed power access points to supplement the low-density data using high-density data to calculate line losses using the power flow of the Newton–Raphson power flow calculation.

3.1. Model of Each Element of Distribution Network with DG

3.1.1. DG Nodes

The measuring information at the DG entry includes voltage, current, forward and reverse power, and electricity. The collection frequency is 1 min/point. The power emitted by the \( m \) distributed power outlets at moment \( t \) is recorded as:

\[
S^t_h = P^t_h + jQ^t_h \quad (h = 1, 2, \ldots, m) \tag{1}
\]

In the equation, \( S^t_h \) is the apparent power emitted by the \( h \)-th DG at moment \( t \), \( P^t_h \) is the active power emitted by the \( h \)-th DG at moment \( t \), and \( Q^t_h \) is the reactive power emitted by the \( h \)-th DG at moment \( t \).

3.1.2. The First Branch of the Network

The measuring information at the head of the distribution line includes voltage, current, forward and reverse power, and electricity, etc. The collection frequency is 1 min/point. The power flowing through the first node of distribution line at a certain time \( t \) is recorded as

\[
S^t_0 = P^t_0 + jQ^t_0 \tag{2}
\]

In the equation, \( S^t_0 \) is the power flowing through the first branch of the network at moment \( t \), \( P^t_0 \) is the active power flowing through the first branch of the network at moment \( t \), and \( Q^t_0 \) is the reactive power flowing through the first branch of the network at moment \( t \).

3.1.3. The Load Node

The measuring information of the load point includes voltage, current, power, and electricity. The collection frequency is 15 min/point. The active and reactive electric quantity of the \( n \) load nodes at the time of \((t, t + T)\) are \( W^t_{pi} \) and \( W^t_{qi} \) (\( T = 15 \text{ min} \)).


The steps of the theoretical line loss continuity algorithm for distribution networks with a mixture of different data densities in this paper are the following:

1. Entering known quantities, including branch impedance data, node voltage, and power data, etc. where node data include distribution network head node voltage, distributed power node power and voltage, and load node power within a certain time period.

2. Calculating the instantaneous power at the load node.

   (1) Calculate the power to be distributed, i.e., the sum of the power at the first branch of the network and the power generated by the DG minus the value of the predicted line loss, as calculated in the following equation.

\[
S^t_L = P^t_L + Q^t_L = S^t_G \ast (1 - \text{loss}\%) \tag{3}
\]

In the equation, \( S^t_L \) is the power to be distributed, \( P^t_L \) is the active power to be distributed, \( Q^t_L \) is the reactive power to be distributed, \( S^t_G \) is the sum of the power at the first end of the distribution network and the power generated by distributed power sources, and \( \text{loss}\% \) is the predicted line loss rate. The predicted line loss rate is taken as the average of the actual line loss rate of the weekday grid. \( S^t_G \) is calculated
by the following equation.

\[ S_t^G = S_t^0 + \sum S_t^h = (P_t^0 + jQ_t^0) + \sum_{h=1}^{h=m} (P_t^h + jQ_t^h) \]  

(4)

(2) Calculate the instantaneous power at the load node.
Assuming that the unknown load is distributed proportionally, i.e., the total generator power is distributed proportionally to the load power and counted as the power of the load, the power of each load node at moment \( t \) is calculated by the following equation.

\[ P_t^l_i = K_i P_t^L \]  

(5)

In the equation, \( P_t^l_i \) is the instantaneous active power absorbed by the \( i \)-th load node at moment \( t \), \( K_i \) is the power distribution coefficient of the \( i \)-th load, and \( P_t^L \) is the active power to be distributed in the distribution network at moment \( t \). The calculation of \( K_i \) is given in the following equation.

\[ K_i = \frac{W_{pi}}{\sum_{i=1}^{i=n} W_{pi}} \]  

(6)

The reactive power of each load node at moment \( t \) is calculated by the following equation.

\[ Q_t^l_i = \frac{W_{qi}}{W_{pi}} P_t^l_i \]  

(7)

In the equation, \( W_{pi} \) and \( W_{qi} \) are the active and reactive electric quantity of the \( i \)-th load node at time \((t, t + T)\), respectively, and \( Q_t^l_i \) is the instantaneous reactive power absorbed by the \( i \)-th load node at time \( t \).

3. Forming a nodal conductance matrix based on the known parameters of each node and each branch, the expression of said nodal conductance matrix is:

\[ Y = \begin{bmatrix} G_{11} + jB_{11} & \cdots & G_{1n} + jB_{1n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ G_{nn} + jB_{nn} & \cdots & G_{nn} + jB_{nn} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(8)

4. Classifying the system node types into three categories: PQ, PV node, and balance node. PQ nodes denote nodes with known active power \( P \) and reactive power \( Q \); PV nodes denote nodes with known active power \( P \) and node voltage amplitude; and balance nodes denote nodes with known node voltage amplitudes and phase angles. Consider the distribution network head node as the balance node, DG nodes as PQ nodes, and load nodes as PQ nodes. Set the initial values. Write the power equations for PQ nodes and PV nodes.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta P_t &= P_t - U_l \sum_{j=1}^{j=n} (G_{ij} U_j \cos \theta_j - B_{ij} U_j \sin \theta_j) = 0 \\
\Delta Q_t &= Q_t - U_l \sum_{j=1}^{j=n} (B_{ij} U_j \cos \theta_j + G_{ij} U_j \sin \theta_j) = 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)
6. The Jacobian matrix is as follows.

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial \Delta P}{\partial \delta_i} & \frac{\partial \Delta P}{\partial \theta_i} \\
\frac{\partial \Delta Q}{\partial \delta_i} & \frac{\partial \Delta Q}{\partial \theta_i}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(11)

7. Solving the correction equation to obtain the node voltage correction.
8. Correcting the voltage at each node.
9. Determining whether the convergence condition is satisfied; if so, end the loop; if not, return to step 4.
10. Calculating power flow is every minute to obtain real-time line power loss.
11. Summing over time to find the total loss of a representative time period or representative day.

4. Case Study

The proposed method in this section was verified on an IEEE 17 node system as shown in Figure 3. The algorithm was written on the MATLAB R2017b platform and run on a PC with CPU model i5-4440, 3.10 GHz, and 6 GB of RAM.

![Figure 3. IEEE 17 node system.](image)

Currently, common smart meters collect 96 points of data, which means that data are collected 96 times a day, once every 15 min. By applying new concentrators to communicate with meters at a high interaction rate of more than a hundred meters per minute on average, real-time active reporting of minute-level electricity consumption data is realized in some places, and these new concentrators are generally applied at the distributed power supply side. So, in this paper, it was assumed that the measuring cycle of the equipment on the power side of the distribution network was 1 min and the measuring cycle of the equipment on the load side was 15 min.

The voltage level of the selected system was 23 kV, with 17 nodes and 16 branches. Among them, Bus 1 is the distribution network head node, Bus 2–17 is the load node, the total active load is 13.88 MW, and the total reactive load is 5.64 MVar. All the network parameters are known, and the distribution network head dispatch data and the load node’s electric quantity in 15 min are known.

Figure 4 shows the single-day output curve of a photovoltaic power plant under four different weather types: sunny, cloudy, windy, rain, and snow. It can be seen that the weather had a significant impact on the fluctuation level of photovoltaic output. Before 5:00 a.m. and after 8:00 p.m. are the night hours when there is no sunlight, so photovoltaic output was zero. The photovoltaic output was stable when it is sunny. After sunrise, as the light intensity increased, the photovoltaic output curve rose, peaking at 2:00 p.m. when the sunlight was strongest, and then decreasing. Photovoltaic output fluctuated significantly during cloudy and windy days because high winds can change the position of clouds. The clouds moved rapidly, and when the clouds moved above the photovoltaic, the...
photovoltaic output became smaller, and when the clouds moved away, the photovoltaic output increased. Sometimes the fluctuation amount could exceed 50% of the installed capacity in a short period of time when it was cloudy or windy. In rainy and snowy weather, the overall photovoltaic output level was lower due to low sunlight intensity, and the fluctuation of output was smaller than when it is cloudy and windy.

Figure 4. Single-day output curve of a photovoltaic power plant under different weather conditions.

In this system, Bus 3 was connected to No.1 distributed photovoltaic (treated as PQ node), and Bus 5 was connected to No.2 distributed photovoltaic (treated as PQ node). The installed capacity of both photovoltaics was 5 MW. The one-hour photovoltaic power generation curves for these scenarios were simulated according to the fluctuations during the 11:00–12:00 time period in Figure 3, with a fluctuation time scale of 1 min, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Distributed photovoltaic power output profiles.

In Figure 5, the typical scenario 1 is the photovoltaic output curve on a sunny day, and the photovoltaic output curve is smooth on a sunny day. Typical scenario 2 is the photovoltaic output curve in cloudy weather. Typical scenario 3 is the photovoltaic output curve on an windy day. Typical scenario 4 is the photovoltaic output curve in rainy and snowy weather. The Figure 5 indicates that the photovoltaic output is smooth in sunny weather, while fluctuating greatly in windy and cloudy weather. In rainy and snowy weather, the overall photovoltaic output level is lower than that in cloudy or windy weather as well as the output fluctuation.

Bus 14 was selected to change the active power output of its connected load feeder within 1 h. The original active power was 0.4 MW, and now it was made to fluctuate in
the range of 0.3–0.45 MW, and the time scale of fluctuation was set to 1 min. The load fluctuation is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Load fluctuation of node 14.

The traditional equivalent resistance method was used to calculate one hour line loss rate for this system. The Newton–Raphson method was used to calculate the power flow for this system, where node 1 was taken as the balance node and the rest of the nodes were used for power flow calculation as PQ nodes. After four iterations, the system achieved the convergence accuracy requirement. The line loss rate of the representative time period was calculated by the proposed method in this paper, and the results of the three methods were compared with the actual values, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of three theoretical line loss calculation methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Scenario</th>
<th>Corresponding Weather</th>
<th>Line Loss Rate of Traditional Equivalent Resistance Method</th>
<th>Line Loss Rate of Power Flow Calculation</th>
<th>Line Loss Rate of Method in This Paper</th>
<th>Actual Line Loss Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>sunny</td>
<td>4.78%</td>
<td>4.42%</td>
<td>4.66%</td>
<td>4.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>cloudy</td>
<td>5.17%</td>
<td>5.43%</td>
<td>5.73%</td>
<td>5.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>windy</td>
<td>6.24%</td>
<td>4.79%</td>
<td>5.05%</td>
<td>5.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>rainy and snowy</td>
<td>4.51%</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
<td>6.33%</td>
<td>6.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The error comparison between each method and the true value is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Relative error of three theoretical line loss calculation methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Scenario</th>
<th>Relative Error of Traditional Equivalent Resistance Method</th>
<th>Relative Error of Power Flow Calculation</th>
<th>Relative Error of Method in This Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>1.42%</td>
<td>−6.30%</td>
<td>−1.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>−10.32%</td>
<td>−5.84%</td>
<td>−0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>21.82%</td>
<td>−6.45%</td>
<td>−1.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>−29.56%</td>
<td>−6.32%</td>
<td>−1.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data from Table 2 are represented in the form of a bar chart, as shown in Figure 7.
Scenario 4: 
-29.56%  
-6.32%  
-1.21%  

The data from Table 2 are represented in the form of a bar chart, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Relative error bar chart.

We set the power of all load nodes in the system to fluctuate, with a fluctuation range of 80–120%. The results are shown in the Table 3.

Table 3. Relative error of three theoretical line loss calculation methods (power fluctuates at all load nodes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Scenario</th>
<th>Relative Error of Traditional Equivalent Resistance Method</th>
<th>Relative Error of Power Flow Calculation</th>
<th>Relative Error of Method in This Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>14.10%</td>
<td>-3.85%</td>
<td>-0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>-4.82%</td>
<td>-3.55%</td>
<td>-0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>-8.84%</td>
<td>-5.80%</td>
<td>-1.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>-9.82%</td>
<td>-1.83%</td>
<td>-0.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We reduced the power of all load nodes by 20%, and the calculation results are shown in Table 4. We increased the power of all load nodes by 20%, and the calculation results are shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Relative error of three theoretical line loss calculation methods (20% reduction in load node power).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Scenario</th>
<th>Relative Error of Traditional Equivalent Resistance Method</th>
<th>Relative Error of Power Flow Calculation</th>
<th>Relative Error of Method in This Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>28.09%</td>
<td>-4.26%</td>
<td>-0.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>-7.60%</td>
<td>-4.48%</td>
<td>-0.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>33.65%</td>
<td>-5.21%</td>
<td>-1.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>-10.30%</td>
<td>-3.72%</td>
<td>-1.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Relative error of three theoretical line loss calculation methods (20% increase in load node power).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Scenario</th>
<th>Relative Error of Traditional Equivalent Resistance Method</th>
<th>Relative Error of Power Flow Calculation</th>
<th>Relative Error of Method in This Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>16.80%</td>
<td>-3.85%</td>
<td>-1.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>-13.20%</td>
<td>-2.71%</td>
<td>-0.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>10.56%</td>
<td>-3.38%</td>
<td>-0.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>-11.76%</td>
<td>-2.02%</td>
<td>-0.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By comparing the results of the three calculation methods, it can be seen that the traditional equivalent resistance method had the largest error of up to 20% or more in
the four typical scenarios. The error in the line loss results is caused by the fact that the equivalence resistance method does not take into account the power fluctuations of DG and loads within a short period of time in the calculation.

The error of the power flow calculation was smaller, at about 6%, and the error value was relatively stable. This is because power flow calculation takes into account the volatility of the DG, but does not take into account the fluctuations of the load within a short period of time. Therefore, the accuracy of power flow calculation is high when the actual load does not fluctuate much in a short period of time.

The results show that the relative error of the proposed method in this paper was around 1%, indicating the accuracy is highest among the three methods. This is because the proposed method makes full use of high density data of DG compared with the equivalent resistance method and power flow calculation.

When multiple DGs are connected to the distribution network, the proposed method, the number of DGs, and the operation mode could not be restricted in the proposed method. In other words, the target distribution network can have an unlimited number of DGs, which can supply power to the grid or absorb power from the grid. When a distributed power source generates electricity, the power it generates is first supplied to the local load for consumption, and the remaining is then sent to the distribution network for distribution to the rest of the load. The proposed method in this paper has generality and can be applied in the actual distribution network.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a continuous calculation method for the line loss calculation method for distribution networks considering collected data of different densities. Based on high-density data collection, the real-time output power of each load in the distribution network was obtained by power flow calculation. The proposed method makes full use of collection information of DG and dispatch system, achieving a higher accuracy of line loss calculation as compared with traditional methods.

The results of the example in the IEEE17-node distribution network system demonstrated the accuracy of the method. The simulation results also showed that the method is applicable to line loss calculation in a variety of scenarios and has the potential to be applied in practical distribution networks, providing a basis for line loss analysis and management of distribution network systems with DGs.
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